Dentons HPRP’s partner Hendra Ong participated in a
prestigious discussion on the Aviation Sector with Bisnis
Indonesia

September 12, 2018
Dentons HPRP’s partner, Hendra Ong, in his capacity as the member of management board of Indonesian Air Law
Society (Masyarakat Hukum Udara / MHU), took part in a focus group discussion on the aviation sector held by
Bisnis Indonesia, a leading national publication in Indonesia (5/9). The discussion presented the latest economic
issues in national aviation industry and focused on the topic “the synergy in the implementation of ASEAN Single
Aviation Market (ASEAN SAM) to support national economic growth”. The discussion was published in the Bisnis
Indonesia newspaper on 6 September 2018.
Moderated by Hery Trianto, Chief Editor of Bisnis Indonesia, Hendra and other panelists, including Mari Elka
Pangestu, the former Minister of Tourism and Creative Economy and Minister of Trade, were invited to deliver views
related to economic issues in the implementation of ASEAN SAM and explore solutions to the problems. Participants
were involved in interesting discussions throughout the program; they shared experiences and gave recommendations
for solving the problems, such as to allow more airports in Indonesia for ASEAN open sky purpose.
Dentons HPRP has wide experience in providing legal advice for the aviation sector. The aviation team’s longstanding
experience and expertise cover almost every legal aspect of the aviation industry. For further information related to the
services, please contact the partners listed under key contacts.
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Dentons is the world's largest law firm, delivering quality and value to clients around the globe. Dentons is a leader on
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